You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BRAUN 7680. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the BRAUN 7680 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
We hope you enjoy your new Braun shaver. Your Braun Syncro is supplied with a Braun Clean&Charge (please see separate use instructions). SmartLogic
Inside The «SmartLogic» electronics inside your shaver analyzes your personal shaving patterns and the type of beard you have, and then adapts the battery
care and cleaning cycles to ensure optimal performance. Warning Your shaver is provided with a low voltage adaption system. Therefore you must not
exchange or manipulate any part of it. Otherwise there is risk of electric shock. @@@@@@Do not expose the shaver to temperatures of more than 50 °C for
longer periods of time. The display shows the operation mode and charging conditions of the shaver: During charging the display shows the battery capacity
symbol increasing by 20% segments and the remaining charging time (flashing): First charging (4 h): The display counts down in 20 min. Ok» when it is still
well charged. Below 10 minutes remaining shaving time, the display shows the minutes left.
The «moving» plug symbol indicates that you should charge your shaver. If there is insufficient battery charge for a cordless shave, either recharge the shaver
or shave via the lpower supply cord connected to the mains. *The display changes to this format when the shaver is in The SmartLogic inside your shaver
automatically monitors the condition of the batteries as well as the charging/discharging processes and adapts them to your personal shaving patterns. For
instance, if it is your routine to never let the batteries run low, the SmartLogic will recognize this, look for a pause when you are likely to not use the shaver
and completely discharge and then recharge your shaver to recondition the batteries (every six months at the most, and only when necessary). Press again: to
display the key part number for shaver foil and cutter block hold for 3 secs: to run a display demo The SmartLogic inside your shaver will detect when the
shaver needs to be cleaned (refer to paragraph «Manual cleaning» or to separate «Clean&Charge» use instructions).
to reset the display , push the info key. The SmartLogic inside will recognize when the shaver has to be lubricated (refer to paragraph «Manual cleaning» or
to separate «Clean&Charge» use instructions). to reset the display , push the info key. @@@@@@ g. @@@@@@Stretch your skin and shave against the
direction of beard growth.
@@@@ please refer to the separate use instructions. @@@@@@ switch on the shaver for approx. 5-10 seconds so that the shaved stubbles can fall out.
@@@@@@@@», apply a drop of light machine oil onto the shaver foil. @@Replace your foil and cutter block every 18 months and get a 25% better
shave. ) (* Overall evaluation from Braun users comparing their shave with new parts and those used for 18 months. This appliance is provided with nickelhydride rechargeable batteries. To protect the environment, do not dispose of the appliance in the household waste at the end of its useful life. Open the
housing as shown, remove and dispose of the batteries at your retail store or at appropriate collection sites according to national or local regulations. Subject
to change without notice.
This product conforms to the EMC-Requirements as laid down by the Council Directive 89/336/EEC and to the Low Voltage Regulation (73/23 EEC). Within
the guarantee period we will eliminate, free of charge, any defects in the appliance resulting from faults in materials or workmanship, either by repairing or
replacing the complete appliance as we may choose. This guarantee extends to every country where this appliance is supplied by Braun or its appointed
distributor. @@@@@@For UK only: This guarantee in no way affects your rights under statutory law. Denna produkt är anpassad till EMC-föreskrifterna
89/336/EEC och till lågspänningsdirektivet (73/23 EEC). .
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